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Biometric Identity
Management Solutions
For almost 20 years we’ve helped businesses streamline
their identity-dependant processes by providing certainty of
identification for people and assets

www.argustrueid.com

The Biometric
Enterprise

At our core, Argus TrueID is a biometric technology developer, focused on creating systems that
streamline business processes and reduce risk through the unique and secure identification of
individuals. Over almost twenty years, our extensive industry knowledge and expertise has enabled
us to build technology solutions that span the ‘Biometric Enterprise’. No matter the size or type of
business, our applications address the gamut of business issues and challenges where certainty of
identification for people and assets are required.

Access Control

Visitor Management

Manage physical access
rights, privileges and
movements between zones

Provides enrollment and
movement control for
visitors

Time & Attendance

Tagged Asset Management

Integrate with payroll systems
to accurately manage time
and attendance

Self-service biometric facility
for managing the use and
return of tagged assets

Keysafe Management

Professional Services

Self-service biometric access
and policy management of
keysafe

Design, build and
implementation of integrated
biometric solutions

The Argus difference
Our technology is trusted by the largest
Government agencies in Australia as well
as Tier 1 Corporates. They rely on our
management platforms to protect their
resources, provide secure access and
mitigate risk.
Our solutions process millions of
transactions flawlessly everyday, enabling
us to streamline business processes for our
clients across the globe.

OVER ONE MILLION ACTIVE
USERS DAILY

PROCESSING TEN MILLION
ID’S DAILY

AT SITES IN TWENTY SEVEN
COUNTRIES

Biometric Identity Management Solutions
Biometric identification is fast, accurate, convenient, secure and
increasingly cost effective. Traditional forms of tangible ID offer
less security and can be duplicated or stolen. An individual’s
unique physical attributes (e.g. fingerprints) can be linked to predetermined access rights, providing a higher level of security.

Fingerprint

Finger Vein

Facial

Palm Vein

Voice

Iris

Solutions built on the TrueID framework can incorporate
finger print identification, iris, facial, palm vein, voice, signature
recognition and other biometric technologies as needed. This
ensures each solution can use the technologies best suited to
meeting the specific business requirements of the customer.
Argus TrueID Solutions are designed to scale from a single
location installation, right up to an enterprise-wide multi-modal
solution that spans across various locations, managing business
operations via a single platform.

Argus Professional Services

Argus evaluates client requirements and operating
environment, then sources best-of-breed technology from
around the globe to implement ‘fit-for-purpose’ solutions.
In the process, mitigating risk for client during the research
phase as well as the implementation of a biometrically
enabled workflow solution that adds value to their business.
We understand processes, systems integration,
commercialising risk value and have the best resources to
support clients from the initial stage of the project to long
after implementation.
For almost twenty years our team has provided market
leading workflow solutions that are biometrically-enabled
and ensure the highest level of certainty to our clients.

Our values
Our mission is ‘helping protect our communities’ because we believe everyone is entitled to live and
work in a safe and secure environment. After significant R&D investment over the last 18 years we’ve
developed a mature suite of solutions with an enviable track record. We’re proud to be the largest
Australian-owned provider of identity-dependent, biometrically-enabled solutions.
Agility

We anticipate
change and
adapt quickly

Value

We build
convenience so
you start realising
the benefits fast

Innovation

Simplicity

We build
solutions unique
to Argus and
ahead of the

We provide a
single point
of contact for
everything we do

Experience

We make the
user experience
flawless

Certainty

We give our
clients certainty
of identification

Our technology stack
At the heart of each TrueID Solution is an enterprisewide single point of biometric identification and
authentication, built on the Argus TrueID Framework.
Our TrueID stack ensures our clients are never
locked into a single vendor. It allows the biometric
technologies in each solution to be swapped out
or modified as required. TrueID solution is built to
expand and evolve with both advances in technology
and developments in the client’s requirements. The
results are scalable solutions future-proofed to ensure
a long life in a rapidly changing environment.

Our expertise
We have the right expertise and qualifications to make sure we deliver on time and on budget.
Our consultants are PMP certified with extensive experience working with virtual teams across
international boundaries.

International Corrections
& Prisons Association

Argus Operate to ISO 9001, 2000, 27000 &15408 Standards
Architectural standards used include AAMVA, ICAO, NIST, JITC, FIPS 140-2 Level 3, AES FIPS-197,
Triple-DES, Blowfish, PKI with RSA, SSL 128, X.509, BioAPI, ASIO T4, SCEC, Common Criteria EAL2.
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